
August 13, 2012 
Subtext Wrecks   
 
I was heartened to see how many people responded, intelligently, to the 
snowstorm of nonsense put forth in that Letter to the Editor that I am certain Vern 
Lambert concocted.  Most people saw how Vern was just making excuses for 
why the Tribe was unable to do anything about the children being molested, 
tortured, abused, neglected and murdered.  It was as if he was saying: Because 
we are Indians, it's none of your beeswax what happens to our children.  Children 
are Sacred and soon as we can get the Lake to stop rising (been working on that 
for 18 years) we'll see if there is anything that can be done for the children. Blah, 
blah, blah... and more blah. 
 
The Bottom Line is this: The problem has been getting worse and worse. Reports 
have been filed and ignored at all levels of government.  When the people who 
really cared about the children, saw that nothing was getting better; that 
pedophiles were still getting first pick of which children they wanted, and the 
abuses and neglect were no longer bordering on torture, but were actually 
torture, stood up and went outside the boundaries of corruption, the inept, and 
filed their reports directly with those in government who oversee these agencies, 
what happened?  
 
The whistle blowers were harassed, received death threats, had received letters 
of reprimand, falsely accused, had the letter of reprimand rescinded (which would 
not have been necessary if Miss Yvette Rubidoux had done her job properly in 
the first place and investigated rather than reacting as if whistle blowers were the 
problem), promotions have been snatched away and then returned.   
 
The Tribe and various government agencies have conspired to attack the very 
people who are risking their own careers, safety and peace of mind, to protect 
the children.  They have done NOTHING whatsoever to investigate ONE case 
out of over 130+, of fraud, abuse, molest, rape or even baby selling.  
 
They have engaged all their engines to attack the whistle blowers They have yet 
to apply any of their authority to investigate the crimes, behaviors or situations in 
the reports.  
 
Thomas Sullivan, Director of ACF, has issued a Third Mandated Report. Three 
Reports??? How many reports had to be filed before Penn State was 
investigated? If it is a violation of Mandatory Report laws to not report child 
abuse, sexual abuse, child rape, neglect--- what do you call it when those who 
receive those reports-- either do nothing or attack the people who report? What 
do we call that?  
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All their threats and letters of intimidation carry a subtext, something understood 
without being said directly: " Do Not try to help the children of Spirit Lake, under 
any circumstances-- or else. " 
 
Would we have accepted that from the Penn State Scandal? Why is it acceptable 
now? Why are those who have conspired to attack the whistle blowers, not 
themselves under intense criminal investigation? Is their job to protect the 
corrupt? To protect the pedophiles? Or to protect the children?  
 
Murder Still Stirring 
 
I am still not comfortable with Purdon's office waiting over a year to arrest 
someone in the murders of Travis Jr. and his older sister, Destiny.  Everyone was 
expecting Jr. Herman to be arrested. He was the one pointed out by the witness.  
 
It does not take over a year to identify a close family relative and make an arrest. 
DNA tells you it is a family member and you can narrow your search rapidly on 
that. But they waited over a year to arrest the uncle of the slain children?  
 
And when asked if there was only one killer... Purdon refused to answer. Can you 
imagine living in a community where you are pretty sure another killer is still on 
the loose? How reassured would you be that Purdon's Office is even capable of 
investigating or arresting, much less actually making trial if they took over a year 
to identify a close family member and won't even say if there was another person 
involved--- and everyone in the community KNOWS who else was involved.  
 
Remember how bold Purdon was a few days after the murders? "An arrest has 
been made in this case." It was the children's Father-- and Purdon didn't say how 
minor the charges were against the father: "Drunk and Child Endangerment" 
 
Now we get the excuse that they wanted to wait until Tino Bagola was arrested 
before they released the father? Why? Why did they have to wait? Why did they 
wait so long? Tino wasn't hiding.  
 
Releasing the father is saying to the community that even though those dead 
babies were under his mattress for 2 or more days-- he had nothing to do with 
their murder.  
 
By not saying if there is or is not another arrest pending in their murders, he is 
telling the community to just shut up and quit bothering him. He really doesn't 
care if you are safe.  
 
And then he will bring out a string of arrests he has made in OTHER 
reservations-- as if that is somehow supposed to make the Good People of Spirit 
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Lake Nation feel any safer on their reservation.   
 
What I get from all of this, is this: Purdon knows how to do his job and can prove 
it everywhere except SLN. For some reason, he is afraid, or compromised and 
unable to do his job when it comes to that snake pit.  
 
Meanwhile, just knowing that there is another murderer walking free, related to 
the most corrupt and murderous family out there, gives no one in SLN a sense of 
peace, security, or trust for Federal Agencies that ignore reports, attack anyone 
that tries to make them do their job, and then looks the other way after children 
are murdered, allowing at least one baby killer, to walk around like he owns the 
place.  Maybe he owns Tim Purdon?  
 
A lot can be said in things that are not said. More can be read into what is done 
badly and wrongly and even more can be told in what is not done at all.  Is there 
a Fourth Mandated Report that needs to be done? A Fifth? A Dozen? At what 
point will the government turn its sights onto the Facts of the Reports rather than 
on trying to find ways to silence those who make the reports?  
 
Individuals who stand up to the criminal organization that thrives on the Rez, are 
also threatened and harassed. Tyson Littlewind and his posse walked up to a 
man in Leevers  County Market, who is fighting for custody of his child, and told 
him: "You're a Dead Man." They felt perfectly immune from any consequences of 
doing this. Threatening a man's life in a public place, is nothing to them.  
 
He told them: "I will be outside", and he slowly walked home. His house is still 
getting the carloads of 'slow drive bys' and car occupants giving hard stares at 
his house, so the Police Report that was filed is, so far, just a piece of paper.  
 
But I have news for Tyson and his thugettes: If that man so much as catches a 
cold, I will see to it that all eyes are looking your way and that you and every 
member of your family is being asked hard questions, until the case is solved. I 
don't care if you say he tripped and fell... you'll have to prove you had nothing to 
do with it. You are that stupid.  
 
Joke Sentences 
 
After watching Tribal Council and others steal the very fuel that was supposed to 
go to the poor, the elderly and those who really needed to heat their homes, cook 
their food, and then get off with pathetic, laughable sentences, surely the courts 
would go harder on the Vocational Rehab Director who embezzled from her 
program, right?  Money that was supposed to go to help alleviate the 80%+ 
unemployment rate on the rez, went instead, into her pocket.  Sentence came 
down to (Drum Roll Please) 3-1/2 months in a halfway house. Wow. (*Slide 
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whistle).  
 
What's the message there? Steal all you want. Don't worry if you get caught. We 
have prosecutors who know judges who, with a wink and a nod, will let you off 
with practically nothing. In fact, the expense of the trial, the investigation together 
will cost more than we will ever fine you.  Not worth it for the government to 
bother going after you criminals. (Wait! Purdon will show you a list of other 
criminals on other reservations that he has taken down and who have gotten 
severe sentences... just none on Spirit Lake Nation. Oh well.) 
 
And, without missing a paycheck, Jolene Crosswhite remains on the payroll of 
United Technical Tribes College. I took this screenshot yesterday: UTTC 
 

 
 
See? Easy.  
 
Dictionary: Media Speak/Speak Media 
 
Here's a Guide to the Subtext in Media: 
 
Renegade, Warpath:  
 

Generally used by media when speaking about Native American Issues 
and needing to belittle, diminish both the issues and the people (usually 
Native Americans) who are protesting the wrongs being done or the 
serious issues such as corruption, drug addiction, unemployment and 
abuse.  When you hear anyone in media using those terms, they want you 
to treat the story as a joke.  

 
Media Frenzy: 
 

Apparently used by those representing corrupt Tribal Governments when 
referring to any attention given to serious matters such as Child abuse, 
rape, corruption. As was pointed out by commenter in Hot Topics: 
ThompsonReader sez:  

 
"Who ever wrote this letter claims that there has been a media 
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frenzy. Are you kidding me? Two kids were found tortured and 
killed and stuffed between some mattresses and there were a few 
newspaper articles, a couple blurbs on the local news . Then 
nothing for a year. If those were white kids found in an expensive 
home in Fargo or Grand Forks, then you would see a media frenzy. 
The fact is that someone on that reservation wants everyone to turn 
their heads and stop looking so they can go about whatever it was 
that they were doing before. No one out there is demanding 
answers because they know that there is a lot of stuff that will be 
discovered that they want kept secret. I smell a rat." 

 
So, that pretty much explains how 'Media Frenzy' can mean anyone 
actually talking about, discussing on any public level, these very real 
issues that should concern us all. Subtext: "Don't look!" 
 
Further on the same topic, different page: FlyingNurse sez: 

 
"Whenever an organization, any organization blames a whistle 
blower, they are in fact admitting guilt. If the whistle blowerʼs claims 
were false, they would have attacked them on those grounds. By 
saying the person with the candle (the one who dispelled the 
darkness and shed light on the subject) is the problem, they are in 
fact saying they do not deny the charges, they are just angry over 
getting caught." 

 
Children Are Sacred: 
 

When used by corrupt agencies, it means "How dare you question that we 
place babies, children, young kids, into the hands of known pedophiles!"  
 
When used by People Who Know and Understand the ramifications of 
Child neglect, abuse, endangerment and are battling to get them real help 
and protection, it is a Plea from the core of their being to all Human Beings 
who should hold the same values.  Know the difference.  

 
Sovereignty: 
 

Perhaps the most abused word when it comes to First Nations Issues. 
Sovereignty was supposed to give Native Communities a certain amount 
of autonomy so that they could pursue their own land uses, their own 
economic plans, their own religions and to an extent, their own education 
and governance. It was intended as an interface between The United 
States and the Native American Nations, essentially the Nation within a 
Nation cogs and gears.  
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But it has been used to obscure, cover up and rationalize all levels of 
crimes against Indian Peoples, by their own Leaders. With the SLN Tribal 
Council voting, "In the Name of Sovereignty" to remove the photos of 
convicted sex offenders from the public buildings, they were saying that 
"We as Indians, will protect pedophiles, rapists, at the expense of the 
community. We are for Sex Offenders."  

 
Other Tribes are outraged by even the thought of doing that. Which then 
brings us to the question: "How do we define Sovereignty? Are we one 
Nation within a Nation? Or are we more than 300 Separate Nations within 
One Nation with more than 300 different definitions of Sovereignty for 
each Nation?  
 
What is needed is for All First Nations Leaders to gather in a Congress 
and vote on what, exactly, Sovereignty means and how it is defined for all 
First Nations.   
 
But for now, it means: "We protect sex offenders. Our people have no 
rights to seek legal recourse for any crimes or offenses we as their 
leaders, or our families and friends, commit against them personally or as 
a community."  

 
Complex/ Too Complex: 
 

It means: We can't really justify why we (Native Leaders/All other 
Agencies/ All levels of Federal, State County Government) we have 
ignored the crimes being committed. We cannot tell you why we have 
ignored the pleas for help. We cannot tell you why we have allowed these 
crimes to continue. We really don't want you asking us because you might 
find out that we have also been complicit, compromised, or that we have 
been bribed or that we are just plain incompetent.  
 
See: "Sovereignty" , also "Children Are Sacred". 

 
There are more phrases that are used and abused, and we can, if necessary, 
update our little dictionary as time goes on. But, from what I have read in the 
Comments sections listed above-- most people are already wise to all of this. 
Most people are not fooled and no one is bullied by being called 'racist against 
Indians'  because they are demanding these urgent situations be dealt with, 
expeditiously and for the children to be safe.  
 
What does it say when Weenie Boy doesn't attend meetings in his own District? 
Being both the Chairman and the biggest No Show, shows contempt for 
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community, and cowardice. My guess is he couldn't make it to the meeting 
because he was in the bathroom, crapping all over himself.  Prove me wrong.  
 
And, Weenie Boy's sister, Jackie, continues to drag herself to that casino job she 
is not qualified to hold, never shows up on time for, and always looks filthy, 
unwashed hair, stinky breath, insults the employees and the guests equally? 
What does it say that she laughs as she gets help to smuggle in her cooler of 
beers to work? That explains the smell.  
 
What does it say that no one from the County, the State or the Federal 
Government has, despite whistle blowers, Despite 3 Mandatory Reports... 
Despite the public outcry over the murders of the children, the embezzlement of 
funds... that none of the criminals involved have lost their job, or even been 
investigated?   
 
What does it say that those who are doing their job, standing up to the corruption, 
get no help from the very Government that is supposed to be protecting those 
same children? That in fact, that very government threatens, reprimands, 
intimidates those who are doing the right thing while those who commit crimes 
against children, continue to have free and complete access to the most 
vulnerable children-- what does that say to all of us? Anyone? Buehler?  
 
The Subtext is clear. Government supports Criminals. Government protects 
criminals. Government is complicit in those crimes.  
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


